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ABSTRACT
Machine learning (ML) algorithms are actively used for content moderation in many online
discussion platforms to keep up with the large volume of content generated by users everyday.
However, most of the time, the existence of algorithms in moderation is opaque to the user. Even
when the user knows about the algorithm, it sometimes makes wrong or biased decisions, which
makes the user feel unfair and dissatisfied, and reduces their trust on both the algorithm and the
moderation process. While improving transparency about the moderation decision could be a
solution to address this issue, it can not be fulfilled without improving the algorithmic
transparency used in the moderation process. However, the complex nature of the algorithm
makes it difficult to design for algorithmic transparency, especially when users do not have any
background knowledge on ML algorithm. In this position paper, we briefly discuss the risks,
challenges, and design considerations for improving users’ understandability and trust regarding
the ML output in content moderation. We also present a discussion interface prototype designed
to improve users' understandability and trust on the algorithm by improving moderation
transparency and by providing the option of exploring and interacting with the algorithm as
people write posts.
Introduction
Most online platforms prohibit obviously racist, homophobic, and hateful content. Still, the
existence of abusive content is common across online platforms [1, 2]. To reduce potential
damage caused by bad actors, different platforms adopt different techniques to moderate their
content [3]. These techniques take two primary forms: human moderation and human moderation
augmented by automated techniques. In the former case, teams of human moderators including
potentially externally contracted workers, and/or a small number of selected users from the
platform, manually go through the posts, and remove content that violates the terms and
conditions of the platform [4]. Users can also contribute in content moderation via voting or
reporting mechanism. However, task load for human moderators is not scalable, and the constant
exposure to disturbing content negatively and substantially affects the mental health of
moderators [5].
To keep up with the immense volume of content created by users, online social platforms—like
Facebook 1 , YouTube 2 , and Twitter 3 —are known to train and apply machine learning

algorithms by compiling large datasets of past moderation decisions on the platform. However,
deploying these algorithms without any human oversight can sometimes be problematic; for
example, in 2018, Tumblr launched a new anti-porn algorithm to flag pornography, but it was
accused of creating chaos by flagging random, nonsexual posts 4 . Nonetheless, machine learning
approaches can be especially helpful in saving time and effort of human moderators by
algorithmically triaging comments to review. From April, 2019 to June, 2019, 99.3% of
comments on Youtube were removed after flagging from the automatic detection 2 . The number
of reports on Twitter had decreased from 868,349 in January, 2018 to approximately 504,259 in
June, 2018 after it introduced technology to proactively identify offensive content 3 . The New
York Times (NYT) recently started using an ML tool to prioritize comments for moderation, and
sometimes, approve them automatically. It gives the NYT the opportunity to open commenting
for articles, which they had closed before due to the large number of toxic comments [13].
However, algorithms are usually housed in black-boxes that limit users’ understanding of how an
algorithmic decision is made. The limited algorithmic transparency can cause users’
dissatisfaction, lower users’ trust in the system, and sometimes lead the user to stop using the
platform [6, 8]. Despite the enormous use of ML in content moderation, little is known about
how end-users interpret the output of the ML algorithm and how we can help users in
understanding the algorithm. As end-users are the central actors in online social systems, from
the trust and transparency perspective of the user, it is important to design for reducing the
opacity of the algorithm used in the moderation decision making [6, 7, 8, 11]. However, there is
also the concern of exposing algorithm process to the user from the fear of malicious uses by bad
actors [9, 10].
In this position paper, we argue to design for improving users’ understandability and trust on the
ML algorithm used in content moderation by improving the transparency of the moderation
process, and propose an interface design to serve this purpose. First, we discuss the risks and
challenges in using ML algorithms in content moderation. Through this discussion, we identify
design considerations for improving users’ understanding and trust on the algorithm. Then, we
present a web based discussion interface which gives the user the option of exploring and
interacting with the algorithm, and the option of providing feedback when the ML output does
not match the user’s expectation. We discuss how different parts of our design could affect users’
understandability and trust on the algorithm.
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Users’ understandability and trust on ML algorithm in content moderation

In this section, we briefly discuss the risks and challenges in using ML algorithms in content
moderation from the perspective of users’ understandability and trust. Through this discussion,
we propose three design considerations for improving algorithmic transparency to the user with
the purpose of improving users’ understandability and trust.
Risks: Wrong or deceptive output i s a major risk in using ML algorithms for decision making,
which can lead to user dissatisfaction. One example of wrong decisions is Tumblr’s anti-porn
algorithm mentioned earlier. Another algorithm which has caused great controversy and
dissatisfaction among users due to its opacity is the Yelp review filtering algorithm. Nearly 700
reports have been filed, mostly from small-scale entrepreneurs who are especially vulnerable to
online reviews, accusing Yelp of manipulating its review filtering algorithm to force businesses
to pay for advertising in exchange for better ratings 5 . Not only is the algorithm opaque, but the
users did not know the existence of the algorithm [10]. When users discover this opacity, it can
lead them to suspect that the algorithm is biased 6 .
Challenges: Without expertise in AI/ML, it would be difficult for people to interpret and
understand the results of ML algorithms 7 . The subjective nature of content moderation
decisions, in which people can have different views, makes it more challenging to design to
improve users’ understandability, trust, and transparency on the ML algorithm used in content
moderation.
Design considerations: F
 rom the above discussion about risks and challenges of using ML
algorithm, we identify three design considerations to improve users’ understandability and trust
on the ML algorithm in content moderation.
1. Reduce Opacity in Algorithm Existence: There should be explicit mentioning about the
existence of the ML algorithm with options for exploring the algorithm’s performance,
which can help users build an accurate mental model.
2. Reduce Opacity in Algorithm Operation: Transparency is needed to improve users’ trust
in the system. Explaining the position and role of the algorithm in the moderation
pipeline can be one way of improving transparency.
3. Collect Users’ Feedback: Users lose trust on the system when they find wrong or biased
decisions from the algorithm. Providing a feedback channel where users can file an issue
or express their concern can help maintain and improve users’ trust. It can also help to
reduce users’ dissatisfaction on wrong or biased output, and this feedback can be used in
updating the algorithm.
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Overview of the Proposed Design:

In this section, we present a web based discussion interface, designed to address the three design
considerations mentioned in the previous section. We implemented a discussion interface having
a main post, several comments on that post, a comment input box, and with extra design items
(e.g., option for exploring the ML algorithm, collecting user feedback) to serve the purpose of
our design considerations. In the current design, we use Google’s PerspectiveAPI 8 , the ML
algorithm to score the toxicity of a comment in a discussion, as a content moderation algorithm.
PerspectiveAPI is a free tool that uses a machine learning model trained on human-generated
comments, labeled as toxic or not by human annotators. This ML algorithm has been used and
found effective in the content moderation in several platform recently, e.g., NYT [13], El País 9 .
The detailed description of the proposed design is given below.
● Designing for reducing the opacity in algorithm existence: In our discussion interface,
we divide the comment section into two parts. The left panel has the standard discussion
contents (display of comments made by other users, an input textbox for adding a
comment, etc.). The right panel includes information to reduce the opacity in algorithmic
existence. Although there is no standard for how much information to provide to the user
about the algorithm, but providing too much information can have a negative effect on
users’ trust [12]. In this design, we provide two types of information regarding the
algorithm. First, it mentions the name and link to a page describing the algorithm in
detail, which is Googles’ information page for the ML algorithm we are using. Second, to
help the user understand the output from the algorithm, it gives the user an option to
explore the algorithm, by either checking the output on example texts from the dataset
used to train the ML model, or by writing their own comments. The latter helps the user
in understanding the algorithmic output by changing parts of the text as they want. Figure
1 below shows the discussion interface with this design.

Figure 1: Reducing opacity in algorithm by providing the information about the algorithm used
in content moderation process, in the right sidebar of the discussion page.
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●

Designing for reducing the opacity in algorithm operation: To design for improving
transparency regarding the position of algorithm in the moderation pipeline, we provide
real-time output f rom the algorithm to the user including information about how this

output may have an effect on the comment reviewing process. In this design, when a user
is typing the comment, it shows the algorithmic output in real-time with a question mark.
The purpose of the question mark is to pique users’ curiosity and provide detailed
information when clicking on the question mark. When the user clicks on the question
mark, a modal window opens on top of the main window with information regarding the
use of the ML output in the moderation process. Figure 2 shows this design. There are
three main parts (a, b, c) in this design, which are marked in the figure.
○ (a): Showing the real-time toxicity score of the typed comment calculated by the
algorithm
○ (b): Question mark below the toxicity score to trigger users’ curiosity
○ (c): Explanation of the usage of the score in the moderation review process.

Figure 2: Improving transparency in algorithm operation by providing the real-time
algorithmic output and information regarding the moderation process involving the algorithm.

● Designing for collecting users’ feedback: To reduce users’ dissatisfaction in case of

wrong or biased output from the algorithm, and increase users’ trust in the system, the
user has the option of providing their feedback on the output from the algorithm (the
modal window in Figure 2, below (c)). In this design, the user can provide indicate the
(correct) expected output and provide reasoning behind the expected output. The third
question asks the user about what kind of information can help them in understanding the
output (e.g., comments having very high or low score, comments having similar score as
their typed comment). This feedback can help to improve the design for users’
understanding of the algorithmic output, which is included in the first design
consideration: reduce opacity in algorithm existence.

Conclusion and Future Plan
This position paper proposes an interface design for improving users’ algorithmic
understandability and trust in content moderation. We discuss the risks and challenges from the
users’ understandability and trust perspective, when using a machine learning algorithm in the
moderation pipeline. We also discussed design considerations and proposed an interface design
based on these design considerations. We plan on concretize the design by doing rapid and
iterative prototype designing. We aim to update the design for improving users’
understandability by collecting feedback from end-users, and modify the design by iterative UI
designing process.
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